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An introduction to the world of insects, caterpillars, and butterflies including identification

information, educational activities, and fun facts.Invites young naturalists to spot wildlife. Safety tips

are provided and interesting activities are sugested. Color illustrations enhance the presentation.
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I bought this book to use with my son and daughter so we could identify wildflowers we see along

our country roads and also to identify wildflowers that we pick to press for projects. Some of the

most common flowers that we see around NYS aren't found in this book. It seems like some of the

less common wildflowers are included instead. Sometimes from the descriptions it's still difficult to

determine and identify the flowers we found. That being said, I ordered the shell book in this series

for the beach and we found that book much more useful!

This book contains a 29 flowering plants. The description contains physical attributes(height, color,

size), location, predators that will eat it, and an interesting fact. As usual in the Young Naturalist

Field Guides, there is a section in the back for more information. The projects may need an adults

help especially with the paperweight(the spray shellac), but overall are very doable by an 8-12 year



old. I liked that the book contained illustrations instead of photographs. I would highly recommend

this book for a child that likes to explore outside.

Help your child increase their powers of observation, connect with nature and learn about the world

around them with this series of "Field Guide" science books for young children. You can begin by

using these to educate yourself and prepare for your nature walks with your very young child, 2 to 3

years. It will help you point out interesting things to look at and give you vocabulary you can

introduce in a casual way.But these are probably best suited for a child who can already read and

take notes on what they observe, ages 7 and up.This is just one in a series that includes Rabbits

and Squirrels, Birds, Nests and Eggs, Animal Tracks, just to name a few.

Again, an excellent offering from this series. The detailed drawings and informative text enable even

the youngest users to benefit from just even looking through the book. I'm definitely carrying this

along in my backpack this summer at camp!

Book sounded reasonable on  - but I was somewhat disappointed by the very light content.The pics

are good but there is precious little besides that.

It's written for kids but I love it for adults as well. Easy to understand, just enough information to get

an idea about the wildflowers, no unnecessary details. I enjoy its simplicity tremendously.

I bought a few of these books to teach my son about nature. He's just 10 months old, but I thought

I'd check these out. I'm so impressed. There are great ideas on projects and lots of great ways to

make learning about our environment fun!

This was digital and I downloaded it to the Cloud and can't seem to retrieve it. It's floating around

out there somewhere, let me know if you find it.
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